
Eg2i Excelsior grade2 Interface
OVERVIEW:  Using the power of network communications, Excelsior grade2 Interface 
(EG2I) provides for exchanging data between grade2 class files and any other 
application.  Class schedule databases can be used to build class files at the 
beginning of the school year and grades can be collected at the end of the grading 
period to build report cards.  Attendance information is collected at any time directly 
from the teacher's grade2 class files and student information may be imported or 
exported from the class files.  EG2I connects to the teacher's class file for direct 
exchange of data.

SETTING UP CLASSES:  EG2I facilitates creating classes at the beginning of the 
grading period by transferring from databases into class file templates.  Each class 
can be built using lists of students including complete demographic information, lists 
of mastery objectives or even class grading structures.  These databases may be in 
any of the popular administrative packages or developed by a member of scheduling 
personnel in a database program.  This procedure can be a great time saver for the 
class room teacher.

COLLECTING GRADES:  At the end of any grading period, EG2I can be used to gather 
grades from all of the class files and build a data file.  This data file can easily be 
used by any administrative package or database program to build comprehensive 
report cards or other required reports.  With the EG2I interface, teachers do not 
spend time transferring grades from their class files to paper reports or bubble 
sheets. 

RECORDING ATTENDANCE: Data for attendance reporting is collected quickly and 
efficiently through the exchange ability of EG2I.  Attendance information can then be 
transferred to the central office as soon as it is recorded in the teacher's class file.

APPLICATION - COMMUNICATING WITH STUDENTS, COUNSELORS, AND PARENTS:
The grade2 Student Viewer is an application developed by Excelsior which uses EG2I
to prepare individualized reports about a student.  These reports may be viewed by 
the student and by individuals responsible for the student.  Now students can 
independently stay up to date with their scores, attendance, progress notes and 
discipline information without adding to a teacher's already demanding work load.  
Also, the teacher has complete control over what is accessible to the students.

REQUIREMENTS:  IBM or compatible network, Excelsior grade2 (Network Version), or 
Site License or an IBM EdLan software license.

PRICE:  Base price of the product is $595.00 and allows for unlimited access to one 
server.

ALSO AVAILABLE:  
Excelsior grade2 Personal Edition (DOS or Mac)
Excelsior grade2 Interface (EG2I)
Student Viewer for grade2 network
Excelsior quiz2 (DOS or Mac)
Network Companion for grade2 (DOS, Windows or Mac)
Pack of 5 product manuals
Pack of 5 grade2 Self Pace Learning Modules
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